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The writer, having taught school for many years, and
having oome in close contact with adolescents both in school
and home, has noticed their attempts to adjust themselves to
the world around them. Bewildered at what life offered them
some were forced into positions that caused them to become
social misfits. The home often offered nothing to them, and
it became the duty of the school to select some trait and de
velop it, create an atmosphere that would bring new ideas and
aspirations. The writer is familiar with the average course
of study and its failure to meet the needs of the adolescent.
This paper, by no means, can be called an original contribu
tion to the field of eddeatlon, but it is stating a few facts
gathered from life and writers in the field of education,
iuroose of Paper* In the pagee to follow the writer will
attempt to bring to the attention of those who read, Just who
the adolescent is; what his physical and mental changes are;
some of the factors of education; how education can be made
to meet the ever changing needs of boys and girls of this
period; to set forth a fe.? aims and needs of fitting the
ehild for real life, not after he has oompleted a prescribed
course, but giving training that will enable hia to leave on
any of the stairways that lead to education and in some man
ner to be able to cope with some of life's problems*
How Material ia. Obtained* The work here was, in the in
stance of cases cited at the end of the paper, from observa
tion and contact. Many periodicals have been read, and books
on curriculum construction

in& studied, dome of the leading

psychologies have been consulted and many books on secondary
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_ education studied.. These are listed in the bibliography•
V
Hoe that the writer has tried to set forth the aims,
purposes, and method of gathering the material used in this
paper, we shall turn our attention to the work at hand* The
attention is centered on the adolescent* Let us attempt to
find out who he is and some of the changes that occur* In
order to understand the adolescent we shall first find out
who he is*
HO TH2 ADOLESCSHT IS
definition of the terms The meaning of adolescence
should be our first consideration* Adolescent means to grow
to maturity* It refers to the period of growth extending ap
proximately from the age of 13 through 20* String this time
the reproductive organs mature* Various changes, physical,
mental and moral, are taking place at the same time*
These changes are ef interest to ue if we are to real*
ly know and understand the adolescent* Thus we shall consider
these changes under the following topie*
Changes during Adolescence* Let us notice first the
change of growth in bodily size* The growth in stature is
generally regular for both boys and girls* It has been found
that the adolescent who had regular growth before adolescence
grows regular during adolescence, but slow growth before the
teens is often followed by more rapid growth during adoles
cence* ^'Thua we account for the bodily growth*
Increase in weight: Girls make their greatest jain in
weight from 12 to 15* Boys increase from 12 to 16 years of age*

1"Brooks

Adolescent Psychology —— Page 22, Chapter 2

«
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Growth, of the head; The head grove more slowly than any-

other portion of the body. The most important head changes are
increases in lower facial portions* During adolescence certain
changes are noticeable in the shape of the face, the lover jaw
for example, becomes broader, thicker and more prominent*
the trunk* During the earlier half of adolescence the
rate of growth is greater than during the latter half.
The chests During adolescence the chest widens, deepens,
and becomes longer, but its geatest growth is in length
width*
Growth of the skeletal systems Adolescence is marked by
certain changes in the size and structure of the bones* Ths
bones of the extremities grow stronger and thickerj the lower
jaw becomes heavier and stronger} the pelvis becomes broadsr
in relation to its width especially among girls*
Thus we fixtd k see evidences of physical growth in ado
lescents but not unimportant are the maturing of sexual func
tions.

lm

Saturation of boys} The pubescent growth and pigmenta
tion of fine hair are often taken as a sign of approaching
maturation, although it is hardly adequate to determine pre
cisely the first secretion of the sperm cell*
Maturation of girls; The evidences of sexual maturation
are first, the menstrual flow, followed by enlargement of the
breasts, appearance of aucutaneous fat, axillary hair*
Breathing capacity} the breathing capacity of both boys
and girls increases rapidly at the dawn ef

puberty* The more

rapid rate of inere&se is likely to appear a year sooner a- f
j
mong girls than boys* Boys breathing capacity increases mors

^Jtapidly curing the teens than girls* At seventeen girls havv
almost reached adult vital capacity, but boys develop after
this age considerably.
Motor capacities! lot only does the adolescent grow in
various features of bodily siso and proportions and come to
have great muscular strength, but he also has greater motor
abilities* In the latter part of adolescence awkwardness dis
appears and accuracy of movement occurs* Motor capacities are
xnuch influenced by training* Normally, the environmental con
ditions, although varied are such that we expect the youth at
eighteen to have greater motor skill than at fourteen or ten*
Having noted the moat noticeable changes in adolescence
we next turn our attention to another important change*
Mental changes} Many mental traits or capacities seem
normally to develop fairly regularly from long before the teens
until the seventeenth ot eighteenth year or even longer £ for
example, reason, memory, Judgment and attention, simple sensory
powers, such as discretion and discrimination of weights, esti
mation of short time intervals reach a maximum by twelve or
fourteen* Other sensoxy powers as visual and auditory acuity
increase very little if at all during adelescence, while
pain sensation and tactual perception actually grow less as
the end of the period grows near* The adolescent has had much
experience, his contacts have been greater, and because of this
background his Judgment of values becomes more reliable*
haotiob <1 development; this question of emotions and
their development has been a much discussed one* .ome pay*
chologists contend that the only emotion that is really deg
veloped during adolescence is that of sex*
It „
« ??9Qks Psychology of Adolescence —— Chap 3
*
chap -3

The desire to nates the plausibility of that statement can
be vouched for because we know that the emotions* fear, hate,
rage, pugnacity, gregariousneaa, love, anger, and joy are
present in humane throughout their existence and are express
ed from earliest childhood* But we find sex consciousness being
developed during the adolescent period* This stressing of
sex at the advent of adolescence, makes us say chat sex is
the only new emotion*
these changes in the adolescent means that his world is
changing, and as conditions change we find needs growing out
of these changes that must be nets if society is to be bene
fitted, and the child able to rnake for himself a place in the
scheme of things* 3s it iaay be wise that we stop here and con
sider these needs arising fro:, taeae changes*
Heeds arising from changes! The ability to get more ideas
and to think more clearly of tilings in the world about him,
changes his concept of the world about him* He is able to
plan and budget his tine instead of having some one to order
hia day about* ThuB he finds himself *ith extra hours that he
must in some way fill* This, according to Beevis is one of
the principles of education} proper use of leisure time*
Use of leisure time; This need should be met by an edu
cation that will equip the individual to secure from his
leisure the recreating of body and aind, as well aa spirit,
and the enrichment and enlargement of hia personality*
In this training the ability to utilize the common en
joyment of music, literature, drama, and social Intercourse
should be stressed*
Schools have hereto-fore stressed the four fundamentals
to such an extent that little or no stress has ever been

placed upon literature or social enjoyments* Kven the teaching
of science; should be so that the beauty of nature is brought
out*
Hot only has the school failed to teach, with the prop
er stress these subjects, but it has failed to grasp the oppor
tunity it has to organise and direct the eoeial activitiee of
these young people in its care* The school has a unique oppor
tunity in this field because it includes in its membership
representatives from all classes o# society and consequently
is able through social relationships to establish bends that
no other agency could*
This can be done through teaching appreciation of art,
music, literature, and through, organising recreational activ
ities so that they will contribute simultaneously to other
ends of education*
The need of using one's leisure time wisely and well
gives rise to this thought* What of the preparation for home
membership and of course the contribution this home soaking
will add to the community life*
Worthy home memberships; This will develop in the individual
qualities that make him the worthy member of the family both
contritatting to and deriving benefit from that membership*
It is the findings of many research workers that :a.ny
girls who enter into occupations go into them to spend only
a few years before entering into homes of their own* For those
of them who go into occupations directly from the high school,
this is the only means of preparation they have* This will be
the time waen moat likely they will form their ideals of life's
duties ana responsibilities*

p

*

1* Brooks —— Psychology of Adolescence
2* dee Bureau of Education Bulletin #19, 1913

'his being true, in every high school girl's education, hou*
hold arts should be given a prominent place* In the education
of boys some opportunity should be given for them to get the
basis of a sell appointed home* They should understand the
essentials of food values, of sanitation, and of houshold
budgets*
iroa the hone our thoughts naturally swing to vocation
al training and the part it plays in shaping the lives of our
future home makers*
Vocational training; This should equip the individual
to secure livelihood for himself and for those dependent on
him. The extent to whieh the school can offer specific train
ing to ti e vocation depends upon the vocation and the facil
ities of the school, as well as the opportunity the pupil has
to obtain such training later* From the consideration of vo
cational training we think of avocational training ana its
place in the student*s life*
-vocational training in high school; The high school
age is essentially a social age* tflth

adolescence comes social

interests, strong desires for company of others, and voluntary
organisation into groups for corporate activities*
The organisation of the school offers a convenient basis
in organizations of groups for various purposes* Class organ
izations offer natural units for the formation of competitive
groups, for athletic, social, religious, and intellectual pur
poses*
These organizations are subject to control and can be
directed in the proper way. If the school does not provlds for
the employment of the social instincts of the adolescents in

Fihe proper channel*, the pool halls, street comers, and
cheap dance halls become his loafing places for his desire
for social activity in some way must be satisfied* It takes
constructive effort on the part of the educators of our youth
to develop avocational preferences of the better sort*
This can be done through extra-curricula activities*
Clubs, both social and athletic* These social clubs will give
them opportunities to play cards, dance or whatever form of
enjoyment they may desire and all will be done under super
vision. Debating societies give them not only social bat
intellectual development* Through a school publication they
can be given contact with the outside business world* ilusic
and dra. atic cldba give them training in worthy UBO of leis
ure time, and cultural development* And to repeat, unless
this opportunity is provided through the school, unless the
rigidity and narrowness of the average curriculum is broken,
adolescent boys and girls will take their pleasure where they
find it*
Many times we talk of education and what it means to
us* Hundreds of peoplo have given their lives in an effort to
make education real and vital* This being true we turn our
interest and attention to this topic and see how it fits in
our discussion* After a thorough examination of the same I
think, we will agree, it is the foundation of good living*
Education in the Light of Present Standards
Education and Learning Processes; Education is a con
tinuous process* It does net cease when the pupil leaves
school* For good or ill he goes right on learning* Secondary

»education may "be compared to a stairway on which nearly all
children may step prior to adolescence and the minimum age
for going to work* At different levels pupils may leave the
stairways, and it is to be hoped, step on other ascending
stairways into offices, stores, factories, farms, building
trades, homes, private schools, and colleges* The Secondaxy
schools function is to make it possible for them to get off
at landings where other opportunities for progress may be
obtained* Differentiation of opportunity posponed until after
pupils leave school in disgust, is well nigh senseless*
Though it is a very widely recommended procedure and recom
mended in the name of democracy.
liany ordinary life activities of individuals and com
munities are not safe from criticism* They are not on aa high
a plane as well may be desired* They need, not only to be
improved, but to be supplemented by new and better forme ©f
activities* One task of the high school is to lead pupils to
know and practice more games and hygienically better forms
of physical exercise than they might otherwise enfsy* To ap
preciate and demand higher standards of municipal and neigh
borhood sanitation than those now in practice* To acquire the
power to present the results of their thinking in orderly,
pleasing, and convincing fashion to audiences, to contribute
to their homes greater refinement and superior culture than
they otherwise would; to appreciate the social iapllcations
of their vocations; to be positive contributors and leaders
in civic activities; to enjoy and prefer such bookB and pic
tures, and music as represent high ideals of sentiment and
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workmanship; and to adopt for themselves and dor-end for oti*
the highest possible standards of unselfish service*
Education, what It is, and what it does*

1

education sejcs

Spencer, is the knowledge of how to UBe the whole of one's self*
Klapper says, "Education is that process that seek# to adjust
the individual to his physical, rental, and moral environment,"
Plato says, "Education consists of giving the body and soul
all the perfection of which they are susceptible.""The true
aim of education is the attainment of happiness through per*
feot virtue" says Aristotle* "Education is the development
of the whole man" says Cemenius* "The attainment of a sound
mind and body is the end of education" is the language of
Locke* Roseafan says, " Education is nothing but the forma
tion of habits** "Education means a natural progressive and
systematic development of all the powers", adds Pestolozzi*
Ferbart says," The end of education Is to produce a well bal
anced, many sldednese of interest". "Education is the or
ganisation of acquired habits of conduct and tendencies of
behavior", adds James*"Education signifies the sum total of
processes by means of which a comramijy or social group,
whether large or small, transmits its acquired power and aims
with a view to securing its own continuous existence and
growth", says John JDeweji, Email says, "The prime problem
of education as a sociologist views it is how to promote
adaptation of the individual to the social conditions, nat
ural and artificial, in which the individual lives, moves,
and has his being"*

• XX •
i

The education of the past has heen ego-centric and e

cators hare interpreted it in the terms of the individual de
velopment. Our schools should develop or cultivate individual
self-sufficiency, the ability to stand alone, and the explo
rative attitude. But they should not forget social mindedness
and adaptability.
Education is necessary for both leadership and followership and must be given by the same educative processes. For
establishing the principles and best practices in administra
tion and organisation, the complimentary treatments ef educa
tional sociology and educational psychology would be equally
important. Both Individual and group factors will always be
present in echool work.
How it meets modern needs? Having read these defini
tions the question comes into our minds how far does education
go in meeting these needs. We know that the responsibility ef
the secondary echool is increased because many social agencies
afford less stimulus for education than heretofore. There are
many significant changes in life as the substitution ef the
factory system for the domestic system of industry changes in
society and the home. These needs are met, not by theory alone,
but by many extensive modifications of secondary education.
These modifications begin down in the grade sohool with what
we call the new "child centered school", or creative activities
program where children are doing for themselves, engaging in
real life activities and thereby gaining command of the four
fundamental processes.
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This carries ever to the secondary school where trai.
ing is given to hoys and girls in commercial courses, domestic
arts and domestic science, and m&nual training* With the hrief
consideration of these needs in education we more on to the
*

factors of education* There are three of these factors that

f

we shall consider, the first of which we consider the most
important*
The child the meet important faoton The child is first
of all the important factor of education* Then in the organ!*

sation of our work we must keep before us this thought, should
«

school work he devoted primarily to improving the present life
of the pupil or preparing hist te meet the demands of later
years?
* Education is not a preparation for life, it is life**
The chief purpose of the school is net to prepare for later
life, hut to help the child to live more fully in the imme
diate present* The principle which runs through child life
and the curriculum is to help hoys and girls do hotter in all
those wholesome activities in which they normally engage*
An effective course ef study must he so arranged that
the child*® stages of development and the Intellectual stand
ards of the curriculum will he identical* In other words a
program of education must he so arranged that it will always
correspond to characteristics of the various phases ef the
mental development ef the child*
The average Course of study; Let us see if the average
course of study recognizes this standard* There is a wide
breach between the child and the curriculum for Instead ef
harmony there Is discord*1
1#

Observations made by John Dewey in Chap IV, Principles of
Education by Klapper

- 13 ^Jche divergencies may be grouped under three headst (&) the
child lives In a world of action and things, net ef leva end
principles# Kis world is full of concrete objects and distrac
tions# The curriculum thrusts hi® into studies that transport
hi® into space in the world of ideas and abstractions# (b) The
child*s life is a unit# Too often the curriculum operates in
a way that the child finds little or no relation between sub
jects# (c) We can find a third discrepancy in that of teach
ing# Subjects are presented in which the facte are are care
fully classified and arranged in logieal sequence according
to a scientific principle# A child has made no deep study of
these data# He does not see a classified universe# He sees
experiences in their natural order# It is in the curriculum
that these natural associations are brohen and a new group
ing which is scientific or logical is established# The child
can accomplish this only after great effort# because the
studies as classified are thr result of the scientific efforts
of the ages, not the experiences of the child#
teacher ag, a, factor8 After all is said and done, of
all the factors in education, the teacher stands in the center#
In the soltf£h&of this problem, his role is to see that data
are available, encourage mind set, manipulate the approval and
disapproval of one another's satisfactions and annoyances# Hs
helps and challenges# He heads off — leads — that are so
wrong that they woftld lead to undue discouragements, but he
permits reasonable amount ©f trial and error# He does this
if he understands and applies the laws of learning#
In a word he guides the class activities so that desi
rable connections are made satisfying# He does this so that

/
^be so fixed, Had ted or rigid that it cannot be molded to . f
the needs of special cases* There must always be a margin, &
liberal lee-way, to allow the teachers to adept the curriculum k
to the needs of the particular class. It has been the practice
of some large cities to use unaasigned time* This time is to
be used to bolster up weak points, give thorough comprehension
to knowledge that might otherwise remain superficialj to fix
subject matter? to limit time is to put the teacher in a straight
jacket* Their professional ability cannot be used to advantage*
It is strange indeed that a system in which the teacher ie the
vital educator, the only real agent in the application of the
course of study to the children, not only gives the teacher no
definite and authoritative position in shaping the curriculum,
but usually does not even consult him in its formation*
-adolescent beys and girls are constantly engaging in
activities that effect their knowledge, interests, attitudes,
and habits, for good or evil* The reconstruction of experience
goes on* If the community neglects to direst the activities of
its youths, and leaves them te the haphasarded influences of in
ferior homes and neighborhoods, commercialised recreational
enterprises and questionable prepadanda, then progress towards
the attainment of the ideals of our republic must be slow*
«e must get a new conception of the school as a purpose
fully controlled and idealized community* In such an environ
ment boys and girls may achieve desired experiences analogouste
those of extra school life* By repetition of those experiences
and by their elaboration and consequent reconstruction, pupils
gain in knowledge, develop attitudes, and attain powers essen-

tial to social efficiency, to general good will and to worthy
use of leisure time, Such experiences are the true curriculum;
they constitute the initiation into society.
Can the school secure the wholehearted participation ef
adolescents, both hoys ana girls, in such a broadly conceived
curriculum? The answer is encumbent upon every one in the pro*
feusion ©f public education. It is also necessary to give re
flective ana cogent reason upon such problems as these - what
conception of the nature and purposes of the curriculum will
be most adequate? How can the school best balance the pupil's
common and elective experiences, their propaedeutic and spec
ializing activities?
How changes in the curriculum can be brought about} Wider
range of subject matter; This is one method by which we can
successfully reorganize the curriculum. Adaptation of the sub
ject matter to locale is another, Through texts and trades
courses are other means of attaining the desired ends. Begin
ning with the first naaea we shall cite some specific subjects,
Subject matter; While all subjects should contribute to
good citizenship the social studies, Geography, History, Civics,
ana economics should have this as their dominant aim* History
should so treat the growth of institutions that their present
value iaay be appreciated.
Geography should show the interdependence of men while
It shows their common dependence on nature, Civics should direct
attention to the social agencies close at hand and to the infor
mal activities of daily life that regard and seek the command
for com ion good,

elf are organisations and consumer*a leagues

- la jQLfford specific opportunities for the expression of civic
qualities by the older pupils*
The work in English should kindle social ideals and give
insight into social conditions and into the personal character
as related to these conditions.
-•ivlc education should consider other nations. Civics
can be used and many community problems worked out with the
pupils, the sane is true of physical education and in health
and home hygiene® Projects can be carried to the community;
pupils aided in creating real life situations®
Kanhal and domestic arts will fit one for lucrative positions or jobs other than the so-called wfaite-collered ones*
definite knowledge of what we like to term the trades or un
skilled labor, will often be the weapon which will turn the
wolf from the door*
Physical education! The idea of bodily perfection is sot
new, because from the ancient Greeks, Spartans, r;nd Romans the
desire and admiration of bodily perfection has this idea coxae.
How that there is money to be made, because of this perfection*
the body can be used to do so and special training in physical
education is necessary®
hat subjects other cities are offering in this morerent; "lany cities in trying to readjust eoursee have differen
tiated schools and curricula. This is especially true of the
larger cities. In some smaller cities the single school is the
rule, and it should be made to offer the wide range of opportu
nities in the form of a clear cut currioulwa. One we shall con
sider here is the Solray Junior-Senior High School of 400 pupils,
containing six junior high curricula and eleven senior high cur
ricula*

The pupils may be transferred from the elementary school

(,

w
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* '

V

Into the sub-aeventh grade of the household arts and practical
arts curricula even though they hare not completed the sixth

i:rade. Pupils already for seventh grade work way enter the ac
ademic or business curricula either by promotion from. the sixth
grade or by transfer from other departments. Any pupil who has
done a very high grade of work in the seventh and eighth grades
©f any curriculum will have anticipated a sufficient amount of
the ninth grade work so that he can be promoted directly into
the tenth grade of the same curriculum. If he has not done ex
cellent work in the seventh unci eighth grades or i£ he wishes
to change his curriculum on entering the senior high school ha
spends a semester or year in the ninth grade taking subjects
necessary to enter the tenth grade of the curriculum desired.
Meeting of needs in other schools;

Many schools have

added special trade and commercial courses for more adequate
preparation for making a living as well as for life. The 3tyvestant High Schools Hew fork City, in adjusting its curricu
la to meet the needs of its community offers in addition to
the more conventional curricula, instruction in qualitative and
quantitative analysis, topographical drawing* power plant
drafting, machine design, ship design and construct!on, in
strument making, milling and building construction, surveying,
water analysis and applied biology.
There should be a radical change in the junior high*
Mere general courses should be offered. Sven though prescribed
courses may frequently be Justifyable on general grounds, many
are not, such as complicated, factoring and puzzle problems or
technical grammar, -xtra educational experiences should be
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ttbecognised

but discouraged where cuolce is unwise,

here the,.

is poor motor coordination or less than norm al mental ability,
the choice should be forbidden through pupil and parent con
ferences.
There is a possibility of placing, making, or creating an
education that will meet the needs of the boys and girls. This
new program can be built around the youth of today. The shifting
concepts can be kept up with. As the march of progress goes on
in other fields of endeavor it is not reasonable, and justly so,
that education should be in the fore. Hot education for the
chosen few but extended to the masses* To those of whom Lincoln
was thinking when he said,"God must have loved them, he made so
many of them." This can readily be done by cooperative work on
the part of the school heads and those interested in the
movement.
THS 3UP&R11II&H3&NT
His trainings The superintendent should have a graduate
course beyond the average college course offered. He should
also have years of teaching experience. A good Psychologist
will go much further in this field because he will be able te
better study and understand human nature* The superintendent
should keep in touch with modern methods* He should also know
net only his own curriculum but keep in touch with other systems*
The Principals With a training of a four year college
course, the Principal snouldnOt feel that$. it is his privilege
to stop studying. Education moves ons new methods are being
used daily and he should feel it his duty to know them. The
real Principal will keep a pupil contact that will enable him
to know why there are individual differences and how they can
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0be remedied* He will observe pupil needs and attendance at school
and as for as possible in some way try to induce the pupil to
remain in shool by offering a omthing that will held his interest*
30MS CASES HOTEL IB A CITY SYSTEM
/

Case Ho* 1*
Name

Eli* V*

Age —— 15

Race — Hegro

Birth place

Sex

female

Texas

Sources of informations - The girl* herself; mother* and the
school record*
History of family ——- A* Medical — Hothing abnormal or
unusual found.

B* Social — Father is a grocer* moderately

successful* He supports family from this source* He seemingly
leads a sedate life* Mother attends church but takes ne active
part in civic life*
C* Educational

Mother has grammar sci ool training and

father is high school graduate*
11* — History of Individual
A* — Medical —— Very large physically
B. — Social

—— Likes to be in groups, is an extrovert,

likes normal good times*
C* •• Educational * Has dons excellent work in school; is well
behaved*
III* — History at present
A* — Medical —— Healthy
B» — Social

Still enjoys parties and friends

C* •• Educational - Has stopped school because she isn*t learn*
ing anything. School is too slow, wants money of her own, can't
pass mathematics or science; so why try? Hobody cares whether
she will ever need these courses again, and she is sure she
will not* Very good in English and likes to draw*

- 23 I>* -- Intellectual Condition

Has an I•£;• of beyond average

alert and ambitious, to the point*
B* — Emotional Condition ——- General emotional tone — Is
lively, likes to talk* Is sympathetic and very high tempered*
inters into most things wholeheartedly*
IT* -- Summary and Conclusions —— Fair home environment,
social life work is her ambition* Intelligent, obedient and
likeable girl* a normal girl for whom the curriculum should
drop a rigid requirement ef the two subjects between her and
graduation, and offer her a course in art, drawing* Her
parents should see that she is given this opportunity to de
velop a talent that will give to the world a more useful citisen*
Case Ho. 2*
Hame — Tincent V.

—— Age 19 —— Sex — t ale

Birthplace —— Texas* Source of Information — Father,
school principal, associates, and observation*
I* — History ef Individual •
A* — Medical —— Hernial

B*— Social —— few associates,

of the undesirable type; hangs around oheap danoe halls and
pool halls*

C* — Educational — Left high school his

senior year* Made nor al progress in mathematics and soienoe
and did fairly good work in other subjects*
D* — Economic — Works for a grocery, driving a truck*
1* —- Intellectual Condition —- General level —In the
slightly below normal group
F* — Present Desires —

ishes to become a mechanic; school

does not offer such course, there are no vocational schools
near, parents unable te send him to school that does offer

mechanical training, and the depression will keep him froJj.
saving enough to school himself*
Conclusion — This hoy is at an age when he can definitely
decide his life's work*

ith adequate training denied him* it

is hut right to suppose he will never he able to really earn
a fair living wage, nor enjoy his work* This is a chance for
a wide a wake superintendent and principal to do some real and
effective reorganisation*
COSCUPSIOH
In concluding this paper on the ourrioula and its means
of meeting adolescent needs we wish te call attention to some
of the major points noted herein* iirat, the average curriculum
is rigid, inflexible, pigeon-holed, and entirely unadaptable te
conditions or environments in which pupils are placed* hecond,
that those who are in authority seldom, if ever, take the time
to study pupil needs and as a result build around their needs
a newer and more efficient education* Third, many people who
are leaders in cities, towns, and villages lack sufficient
training to handle the problems arising*
The needs of humanity are things that create the problems
in life* A broader education, wider contact, more real activ
ities, less formality in routine will mean larger adolescent
enrollments, well trained citizens, better hoses and communities
and a progressive commonwealth*

I am also grateful to rf\y advisors, Miss Randals who
so graciously gavs her time and suggestions freely that t-is
study might he made & successi to Mr. George W. Reeves say
sincere thanks are extended for his helpful criticisms and
suggestions. It was under his careful guid nee and painsta
king supervision that I have been encouraged to t e comple
tion of this work.
After ay first advisor. Miss Randals, became ill and
incapacitated for further service this summer, Mr. Reeves
kindly consented to add me to his already heavy tasks. I feel
very much indebted to By parents and all others, too numer
ous to mention individually, who have contributed anything
either directly or indirectly to the success of this thesis.
Whatever mistakes may have inadvertently crept into
this work should be charged to the writer.

